The Book of Logo

PRS S.A.
Logo and its presentation system build uniform brand identity, both within
a complex organizational structure as well as in external perception.
The visual identity system standardizes the principles of using the logo in
marketing communication, which allows to build a strong brand image.
The basic element of the Visual Identity System is the Book of Logo. Below
presented rules of using the logo take into account the diverse needs of visual
communication on the national and international market.
Foundation and key pillar of PRS operation is to ensure high safety standards
by forming activities in four main areas: ship and industrial supervision,
certification and verification of compliance with EU requirements and ISO
standards, and development and research activities. The logo, its form and
appearance reflect the target of our institution and all employees to meet these
requirements incoherence with the cultivation of a long tradition.

Presentation of logo

The logotype consists of an oval shield filled with pictorial elements
and typography. The year of foundation and the acronym of the
name of the institution, which refer to its unique character
and historical values, are located in the lower part of the oval.
The location and arrangement of the acronym and the year of
foundation constitute the façade of fountain, which is crowned
with the stylized silhouette of Neptune, modeled on the historic
fountain located in Gdansk – it is connected with prudence,
wisdom and stability of cooperation with PRS.
The trident held in Neptune's hand stimulates the waves of efficient
functioning and systematic improvement of the company's services
in every sector of the economy, business development on
international markets and symbolizes awareness of the changing
environment in which it operates. The calm sea and waves, from
which Neptune appears, are the essence of PRS' influence on
harmony and security in waters and on land.
The symbolism of the logo color refers to the colors associated with
nature, water and sky, bringing together the whol of thenatural
environment.

Acceptable configurations of logo

Negative version

Basic version

The logo in the basic version is
dedicated for internal and external
communication. It is used on company
and marketing materials.

It is allowed to use the logotype in
negative version on the navy blue
background – used in the basic logo
version.

Achromatic version

Negative achromatic version

The logo in achromatic version is
applied when it is not possible to use
the basic version, mainly due to
technological limitations (stamping,
milling, engraving techniques).

The logo construction

The construction of logo determines relations
between individual components of the logotype.
The logo absolutely has to be enlarged
proportionally.
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It is not allowed to change the proportions
or location of the logo elements in relation
to each other.
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Logo protective field

The protective field of the logo is a minimal
inviolable area around the logo, where no outside
form can appear, both graphic and text.
The role of the protective field is to protect logo
from other graphic forms intrusion and ensure
adequate readability of the logo.
The size of the logotype's protective field is
determined by the size of the letter “S” in the
currently used proportion.

construction module

Basic and complementary coloring

Basic coloring

The basic logo is in navy blue color of specified values.
Depending on the technological method the right
color palette should be used.

CMYK: 100/80/10/35
RGB: 35/58/108
Pantone: 294-C

Complementary coloring

CMYK: 100/80/10/0
RGB: 29/71/151
Complementary colors are applied on advertising
materials and on the website.

CMYK: 90/70/5/5
RGB: 54/84/158

When using complementary coloring, the logotype
must be always applied in white color.

CMYK: 100/80/5/20
RGB: 24/59/135

Logo as a watermark

Logo as a watermar

The watermark is applied only on strictly
white background of value: CMYK: 0/0/0 or
RGB: 0/0/0.
In case of photography where the logo shall
be applied, a watermark is not used.
Do not use watermark as the background of a
fully saturated logotype.

Transparency: 80%

Coloring of Divisions

Ship Division
CMYK: 70/0/0/0
RGB: 0/88/137
Coloring of each Division is designated mainly for
marketing communication and use of company
materials – to distinguish areas of activity.

Industrial Superviision Division
CMYK: 0/100/100/0
RGB: 221/42/27

Selected coloring underline unique character of
particular area of activity and its dynamic
development.

Certification Division
CMYK: 0/58/100/0
RGB: 242/130/1

It is not allowed to use the logotype in any of colors
designated for each Division.

Research and Development Division
CMYK: 100/0/100/20
RGB: 0/145/72

Typography

PRS

A font type used in the logo of Polish Register of
Shipping of is an Albertus Nova in Regular variant.
The selected font emphasizes the traditional

Albertus Nova
(Regular)
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Scaling and minimum size

Scaling takes place by proportional enlarging
or reducing the entire logo, including
typography. In order to ensure the optimal
readability of the logo, its minimum height
is 15 mm.
15 mm

In the case of engraving on small elements it
is allowed to reduce the logotype to a height
of 7 mm.

7 mm

Logo on one color backgrounds

The basic logo version should be applied to white
or grey background with maximum saturation
value of 30%.

It is allowed to use the reversed logo against navy
blue background – used in the basic version of
logo, and also against black or grey background
with saturation not less than 50%.

Logo on multicolor backgrounds

It is allowed to use the logo on multicolor backgrounds
and on photos only when the color and saturation of
the photo or the background does not interfere with
color of the logo and does not cause loss of readability
and display of the logo.
In case of dark background or dark photo the logo in
the negative version should be applied. However the
superior rule is to keep readability of the logo.
The logotype should be always placed in the top right
corner of a photo, in the right proportion and keeping
the protective field of the logo.

Unacceptable modifications
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Changes of typography in the logo..

Graphic or typographic element
is placed too close to the logo –
without protective field
preservation.

Change of the logo coloring.

Use of the logo without paying attention
to its highest quality.

Change of the size without keeping
the logo proportions.

Application of the logotype on the
background color being to close to
the logo color.

Changes in size of individual elements
of the logo..

Use of the logo in size below the
allowable minimum size.
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